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1. Visit todoist.com

2. Click "sign up" and create an account

3. Once you're logged in, type the following URL into your browser: 
www.todoist.com/redeem

4. Enter the code MauraTodoist to receive a free month

5. Try it! Enter a simple task, ex.: "enter 10 most important tasks from Brain Dump"

6. Try it! Enter a sample recurring task, ex.: "enter 10 tasks from Brain 
Dump" (every day)

Getting Started with Todoist

http://todoist.com
http://www.todoist.com/redeem
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7. Navigate to appropriate page: 

a. If starting from scratch, click “finish,” update time zone if prompted, 
then go to page 8, “Set Up Todoist for Empowered Productivity.” 

b. If migrating from Wunderlist, go to next page, “Migrating to Todoist - 
Quick Start from Wunderlist”

c. If migrating from any other tool, click “finish,” update time zone if 
prompted, then go to page 8, “Set Up Todoist for Empowered 
Productivity.”

Getting Started with Todoist
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8. Select “Import your 
Wunderlist tasks to 
Todoist.”

Migrating to Todoist — Quick Start from Wunderlist
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9. Click “start import”

10. Sign in to your Wunderlist account

11. Select “open Todoist”

12. Update time zone if prompted

Migrating to Todoist — Quick Start from Wunderlist
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13. Move your categories out from under “Wunderlist import.”

a. Select the 3 lines beside the name of each category, and drag it left, so 
it’s a main category rather than a sub-category. 

Migrating to Todoist — Quick Start from Wunderlist
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14. Delete default Todoist categories you don’t need, including 
“Wunderlist import.” (leave “inbox”)

Migrating to Todoist — Quick Start from Wunderlist

15. Skip to page 9, “Adding Tasks to Todoist: 4 Ways.
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1. Use the “Projects” tab to add your Empowered 
Productivity categories

2. Select “Add Project” until all EP task categories are 
entered. Drag to reorder if necessary.

Note that in the context of Empowered Productivity, a “Project” is a 
big picture activity, that happens in multiple steps over multiple 
time periods, like “Complete the new product roll out” or “Plan the 
wedding.” But when using Todoist, EP categories will use the 
“Projects” field.

Set up Todoist for Empowered Productivity
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1. Click the shortcut icon at the top left of the app window, then type “q”…

Adding Tasks in Todoist: 4 Ways
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change	due	date	here

1. …which results in this window:

Adding Tasks in Todoist: 4 Ways

Today’s	date	will	appear	
here,	but	it	is	easily	changed.

Select category here. 
See more details on 
page 20.

When finished, 
click here.

See more 
details on page 

21.

Select reminder here (if 
necessary). See more 
details on pages 25-28.

Add any comments 
here. See more 
details on page 
22-24.
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2. Click the + at the top right of the app window…

Adding Tasks in Todoist: 4 Ways
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2. …which results in this window:

Adding Tasks in Todoist: 4 Ways

This will reflect the category (Project) you were viewing 
at the time. To change, tap it to delete.

Type the task here (ex. “Call Joe regarding client meeting”)

When finished, 
click here.

Select category here. 
See more details on 
page 20.

See more 
details on page 

21.

Select reminder here (if 
necessary). See more 
details on pages 25-28.

Add any comments 
here. See more 
details on page 
22-24.
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3. Click the “Add Task” feature in the Todoist 
Menu Bar (Mac only)

Adding Tasks in Todoist: 4 Ways
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3. …which presents this window:

Change category, add due date and other relevant details.

Adding Tasks in Todoist: 4 Ways

Enter

Add due date here. (See 
more details on page 21.) 

Use these icons to add appropriate label, reminder, and 
comments, as necessary. See more details on pages 22-28.

Enter

Change category here. (See 
more details on page 20.)
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• Copy & paste relevant data using “Add 
Task” in the Menu Bar (Apple)/System 
Tray (Windows)

• “Add Task” window sits on top of 
others

• Or email tasks to Todoist (instructions 
follow).

3

Adding Tasks in Todoist: 4 Ways

4. Create task from email
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• Hover your mouse beside a category to 
reveal “more actions” menu

Create Task from Email/Email Tasks to Todoist
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• Click and select “Email tasks to this 
project.”

Create Task from Email/Email Tasks to Todoist
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• Copy address to clipboard…

Create Task from Email/Email Tasks to Todoist
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• …and paste into address book with the appropriate name (“Next Actions, 
“Waiting for,” etc.). Then forward email to appropriate category.

Create Task from Email/Email Tasks to Todoist

Fw:	change	email	subject	to	speci=ic	task,	i.e.:	call	Joe	re:	this	message
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Can also add categories by typing the pound sign (#).

Task Fields: Categories
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Todoist recognizes normal speech, i.e.:

• Today/tomorrow/Wednesday/Saturday

• Next Tuesday

• Every Monday starting next week/in two weeks/on July 10th 

• Every three weekdays

• On the first Monday of every month

• etc.

Task Fields: Due Dates
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Add any comments to tasks by clicking on the “speech bubble” 
image.

Task Fields: Comments

Type	comments	here.
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View/edit/add comments by clicking on the speech bubble icon in 
the task.

Task Fields: Comments
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Todoist tracks comments 
automatically by date.

• Edit existing comment by 
clicking on it.

• Type new comments at the 
bottom.

• Experiment with recorded 
messages, attaching files.

Task Fields: Comments
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1. Add while creating the task by clicking the “alarm clock” icon.

Task Fields: Reminders (3 Ways)

Type the task here (ex. “Call Joe regarding client meeting”)
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2. Add while editing the task by clicking the “alarm clock” icon.

Task Fields: Reminders (3 Ways)
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3. Add while editing the task by clicking the “more actions” icon (3 
dots to the right of the task).

Task Fields: Reminders (3 Ways)



XTask Fields: Reminders (3 Ways)



XAdditional Task Actions: Delete Task



XAdditional Task Actions: Reorder Tasks
Hover your mouse beside a task to reveal “reorder” icon (4 horizontal lines.) 
Drag to appropriate spot on list.
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In addition to default views: “Today” and “Next 7 Days,” it can also be helpful 
to view tasks by Category then Due Date.

Tasks View: By Category/Date

Call	Joe	regarding	the	client	meeting																				

Edit	home	page	of	new	site	

=inish	editing	the	report	

update	the	project	timeline	

email	Amanda	regarding	the	proposal	



XTasks View: Completed

Todoist Karma: learn more at todoist.com/Karma

Click the “Karma” 
button to reveal 

completed tasks.

http://todoist.com/Karma


XTasks View: Other

Note that “uncompleted” means 
tasks you marked as complete, but 

then marked as incomplete.



XTasks View: Search

Search for a task using “Quick 
Find” at the top of the window.



XMigrating to Todoist

If migrating to Todoist from another tool except Wunderlist, 
follow along on pages 35-39, “Migrating to Todoist.” 

If starting from scratch or Wunderlist, skip to page 40, 
“Todoist: Use Apps.”
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1. Open your old task list to tasks due today.

2. Copy the first task. 

3. Click the “Add Task” feature in the Todoist 
Menu Bar (Apple) or System Tray 
(Windows) Icon. 

Migrating to Todoist
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4. Paste task into Todoist and adjust all fields as necessary.

5. Delete from your old task list all tasks that have been moved to Todoist.

Migrating to Todoist
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6. Stop putting any new tasks in old task list—begin adding new tasks to 
Todoist immediately.

7. Make a daily recurring Next Action in Todoist to move today’s tasks from 
old task list to Todoist (repeat steps 1-5 on pages 18-19.)

Migrating to Todoist

Todoist	understands	natural	language!
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8. Once you have no more daily tasks in your old task list, check all 
categories for undated tasks and decide whether to copy to Todoist and 
delete from old task list (repeating steps 2-5 for any tasks being moved to 
Todoist), or if they are no longer relevant, delete from old task list.

3

adjust	details	as	appropriate	
(see	explanations	on	page	X)

Migrating to Todoist



XTodoist: Use Apps

Click the gear to find and install 
the appropriate desktop app.



XTodoist: Use Apps

Install desktop app from here. 
Install smartphone/tablet apps 

from device app store.
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Use “Labels” to associate tasks to Projects, then view by Project.

(Advanced) Tasks View: By Project

Create a “label” for 
each of your Projects

Remember Todoist calls 
categories “Projects”

(see next slide)
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Use “Labels” to associate tasks to Projects, then view by Project. 

Create	a	“label”	for	
each	of	your	Projectscreate audiobook of  WWW on ACX 

kitchen/master bath remodel 

launch new website 

(Advanced) Tasks View: By Project
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Create a “label” for 
each of your Projects

Remember Todoist calls 
categories “Projects”

Categories

(Advanced) Tasks View: By Project
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Add Project Label to tasks as appropriate.

Click “Labels” icon 
when adding tasks 

or type @ and labels 
will appear to 
choose from.

(Advanced) Tasks View: By Project
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If a task is assigned to a Project (if it has a Label), the Project/Label will 
appear under the task.

(Advanced) Tasks View: By Project
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Click Labels tab, then click on a Label to view all tasks assigned to that 
Project (Label), regardless of the category.

(Advanced) Tasks View: By Project



XNeed More Help?

Click the “Support” option in the “gear” menu on 
the top right corner of the app.

Go directly to support.todoist.com in your 
browser to enter your question.

Email your question to me at 
mt@maurathomas.com.

http://support.todoist.com
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